RoTechBooster qualified as turbo compressor first fit
Switch to new boosters improved customer satisfaction and reduced service efforts.

The piston booster that an American compressor manufacturer had selected and qualified to include in its compressor package proved unreliable for supporting customer’s needs. These seal gas boosters led to maintenance issues with both the boosters and the dry gas seals. To deliver on their reliability claims, the OEM decided to include new, state-of-the-art technology in its offering.

For the manufacturer to deliver on their claims, new technology is only implemented into their compressor package after thorough testing and fully understand how it operates with their compressor package. Then and only then, is new technology incorporated into it.

This compressor manufacturer has delivered over 6,500 compressors to the oil and gas industry. With their unequalled high efficiency, reliability, and availability, this OEM’s compressor products easily deliver their customers a quick return on investment. Many gas transmission applications benefit from their standardized and proven approach. Through stringent component testing, an extensive qualification process and maximum compressor package design test capabilities at their factory, they consistently deliver products to effectively meet their customer’s needs and expectations.

Customer orientation and high-quality awareness
Users are a key driving force for selecting what technology is qualified. As piston boosters were the first seal gas booster used for seal gas systems, it is what this compressor OEM elected and qualified to use for supporting their seal gas requirements. The piston booster was not a reliable unit and customers were challenged with it operating when required, but there were no other real options.

Even though a rotating booster was introduced into the market in 2011, due to infancy of the technology and no demand from end users, the rotating booster was not high on the priority for being qualified. As more users became aware a rotating booster was available, the end user demand drove the need for the OEM to make it a higher priority. Due to EagleBurgmann’s RoTech-Booster presence in the industry and users experience with it, this was the obvious choice.

Extensive factory qualification tests
Following their procedures, the product was placed through stringent testing at the factory to understand the RoTechBooster operation. Working closely with EagleBurgmann engineers the appropriate RoTechBooster models for these applications were selected and engineering completed for integrating it into their seal gas system.

Compelling performance
After this, RoTechBoosters were installed at test sites for verifying real-life operating conditions. The units worked without issues, eliminating the high volume compressed air demand required for a piston booster and operating reliable every time when demanded.

CASE STUDY
- **Reference:** Qualification as first fit installation
- **Client:** Compressor manufacturer, USA
- **Industry:** Oil & Gas
- **Challenge:** Strict qualification process must be passed before being accepted as new state-of-the-art-solution.
- **EagleBurgmann services:** Consulting and engineering for extensive factory qualification tests.
- **Technical solution:** Proven RoTechBoosters technology as part of the OEM’s compressor package.
Successful offering
Once qualified, the next challenge was the higher cost for a RoTechBooster. The OEM still offered the customers a piston booster option. It quickly became evident the customers preferred the RoTechBooster and due to piston booster unreliable operation this was removed as a possible seal gas booster option.

The RoTechBooster was qualified by this OEM in mid-2016. In this year nine units were purchased. Since then, this OEM is now replacing numerous piston booster with the RoTechBooster and including them on most new installations. They have purchased over 300 units to support their customer’s needs.

EagleBurgmann – at the leading edge of industrial sealing technology
Our products are used wherever safety and reliability count: in the industries of oil & gas, refineries, petrochemicals, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, food, energy, water and many more. About 6,000 employees contribute their ideas, solutions and dedication every day to ensure that customers around the globe can rely on our seals. With our modular TotalSealCare Service, we emphasize our strong customer orientation and offer custom-tailored services for every need. Rely on excellence.
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